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ABSTRACT
Aims. In this study we use multi-epoch near-infrared observations from the VISTA survey of the Magellanic Cloud system (VMC) to
measure the proper motions of diﬀerent stellar populations in a tile of 1.5 deg2 in size in the direction of the Galactic globular cluster
47 Tuc. We obtain the proper motion of the cluster itself, of the Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC), and of the field Milky Way stars.
Methods. Stars of the three main stellar components are selected according to their spatial distributions and their distributions in
colour−magnitude diagrams. Their average coordinate displacement is computed from the diﬀerence between multiple Ks-band ob-
servations for stars as faint as Ks = 19 mag. Proper motions are derived from the slope of the best-fitting line among ten VMC epochs
over a time baseline of ∼1 yr. Background galaxies are used to calibrate the absolute astrometric reference frame.
Results. The resulting absolute proper motion of 47 Tuc is (μα cos(δ), μδ) = (+7.26 ± 0.03, −1.25 ± 0.03) mas yr−1. This mea-
surement refers to about 35 000 sources distributed between 10′ and 60′ from the cluster centre. For the SMC we obtain (μα cos(δ),
μδ) = (+1.16 ± 0.07, −0.81 ± 0.07) mas yr−1 from about 5250 red clump and red giant branch stars. The absolute proper motion
of the Milky Way population in the line of sight (l = 305.9, b = −44.9) of this VISTA tile is (μα cos(δ), μδ) = (+10.22 ± 0.14,
−1.27 ± 0.12) mas yr−1 and has been calculated from about 4000 sources. Systematic uncertainties associated with the astrometric
reference system are 0.18 mas yr−1. Thanks to the proper motion we detect 47 Tuc stars beyond its tidal radius.
Key words. proper motions – surveys – Magellanic Clouds – globular clusters: individual: 47 Tucanae
1. Introduction
Measuring accurate proper motions of stellar populations is cur-
rently a major astronomical challenge. This measurement has
become possible using state-of-the-art instrumentation that pro-
vides high accuracy and stability in time. Observations with the
Hubble Space Telescope (HST) have derived the proper mo-
tions of Milky Way (MW) satellite galaxies (e.g. Sohn et al.
2013; Massari et al. 2013), including the Magellanic Clouds
(e.g. Kallivayalil et al. 2013); of the Sagittarius stream (Sohn
et al. 2015); and of globular clusters (e.g. Bellini et al. 2014).
The HST will continue to provide proper motion measurements
 Based on observations made with VISTA at the Paranal
Observatory under program ID 179.B-2003.
for more systems, while in the near future a major contribution
to proper motion studies is expected from the European Space
Agency mission Gaia.
In this context, the main advantage of proper motion stud-
ies using ground-based telescopes is to provide measurements
for considerably larger samples of stars than those targeted with
space telescopes (except for Gaia which is an all-sky survey).
These studies will allow us to investigate the internal kinemat-
ics of galaxies as a function of stellar population age and to re-
late their geometry to their dynamical history. The Magellanic
Clouds are an ideal target for this type of investigation because
they are rich in stars of diﬀerent ages, they span a large extent
on the sky, and their morphology has been highly influenced
by their dynamical interaction. The Small Magellanic Cloud
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Table 1. Information of the Ks-band observations of the VMC tile SMC 5_2 containing the 47 Tuc star cluster.
Tile α δ φ N First epoch Last epoch Time interval Airmass FWHM e Sensitivity
(h:m:s) (◦:′:′′) (deg) (epochs) (days) (mag)
SMC 5_2 00:26:41.688 −71:56:35.880 −5.5717 11 16-Nov.-2011 10-Nov.-2012 360 1.52 ± 0.05 0.89 ± 0.07 0.07 ± 0.01 19.83a
Notes. (a) All sources with σKs < 0.1 mag.
(SMC), in particular, has an intriguing structure with a large ex-
tent along the line of sight (e.g. Subramanian & Subramaniam
2012; Nidever et al. 2013; de Grijs & Bono 2015, and references
therein) and a morphology that clearly depends on stellar popu-
lation age (e.g. Cioni et al. 2000a; Zaritsky et al. 2000; Dobbie
et al. 2014; Subramanian & Subramaniam 2015; Deb et al. 2015;
Rubele et al. 2015). The SMC has been recognised as a complex
object to study and this explains why there are fewer studies of
this galaxy than of its companion galaxy, the Large Magellanic
Cloud (LMC). Small Magellanic Cloud material (stars and gas)
is the dominant component of the Bridge (e.g. Mathewson &
Ford 1984; Irwin et al. 1985; Bagheri et al. 2013) while both
SMC and LMC gas has contributed to the formation of the
Stream (e.g. Nidever et al. 2008; Richter et al. 2013).
The intermediate-age SMC stars have probably experienced
substantial stripping (Dobbie et al. 2014) and the last LMC-
SMC interaction may have also brought SMC stars into the LMC
(Olsen et al. 2011). Therefore, we expect the internal motion of
SMC stars to reflect the dynamical history of the galaxy. Young
stars are perhaps still closely associated with structures strongly
linked to their formation, while old stars, which dominate the
outer regions of the galaxy, may have suﬀered more from tidal
events. We can find out about this by studying the distribution
and motion of diﬀerent stellar populations across the system and
produce models of the structure, kinematics, and dynamics to
interpret the results.
In this paper we present the proper motions of stars ob-
tained from the analysis of multi-epoch near-infrared observa-
tions from the VISTA survey of the Magellanic Clouds system
(VMC; Cioni et al. 2011) in a tile towards the Galactic globular
cluster 47 Tuc. This paper is part of a comprehensive investiga-
tion of the proper motions of the Magellanic Clouds using the
VMC data. The main motivation of this study is to understand
the past and future orbit of the Magellanic Clouds around the
MW. In the first pilot study, the proper motions of diﬀerent types
of LMC stars, including variable stars (within a tile towards the
south ecliptic pole), were measured (Cioni et al. 2014).
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 describes
the VMC data used for this study. In Sect. 3 diﬀerent stellar pop-
ulations are selected according to their distribution in colour and
magnitude as well as distance from the cluster centre. In Sect. 4
the absolute astrometric reference frame is derived while proper
motions are calculated in Sect. 5. The results of this investiga-
tion are reported in Sect. 6 and our conclusions are presented in
Sect. 7. Finally, the Appendix lists the selection criteria adopted
to distinguish the diﬀerent stellar populations and shows figures
of the proper motions as a function of colour.
2. Observations and data selection
The VMC data analysed in this study refer to observations
acquired with the Visible and Infrared Survey Telescope for
Astronomy (VISTA; Emerson & Sutherland 2010). The data
were reduced onto the VISTA photometric system, which is
close to the Vegamag system, with the VISTA Data Flow System
pipeline v1.3 (VDFS; Irwin et al. 2004) and extracted from the
VISTA Science Archive (VSA; Cross et al. 2012). The VMC
survey strategy involves repeated observations of 110 tiles (rect-
angular fields) across the Magellanic system, where one tile uni-
formly covers an area of ∼1.5 deg2 in a given wave band with
3 epochs at Y and J, and 12 epochs at Ks spread over a time
range of a year or longer. Eleven of the Ks epochs refer to the
monitoring campaign and each corresponds to exposure times of
750 s (deep) while the twelfth corresponds to two observations
with half the exposure time (shallow) that are not necessarily
obtained during the same night. The VMC data are acquired in
service mode, hence under homogeneous sky conditions.
Details on the observing strategy, the data reduction, and the
tile pattern are given in Cioni et al. (2011). Here, we summarise
only the relevant aspects for the proper motion analysis. Each
VMC tile is the result of stacking six individual pawprint ob-
servations, each containing 16 detector images obtained from
the combination of multiple exposures at five diﬀerent jitter po-
sitions (Irwin et al. 2004). This process uses a dribbling tech-
nique to distribute the information of overlapping pixels onto
the grid of the tile (Irwin 2009). In a tile, each source is de-
tected from two to six times depending on the pawprint over-
laps in the mosaic reconstruction, except for sources located in
the two wings in the Y direction that are detected only once.
Overlapping neighbouring tiles provide additional detections in
those areas. The astrometric distortions in VISTA images are
corrected based on 2MASS data and so the residuals are domi-
nated by 2MASS errors. The astrometry of tiles suﬀers from a
10−20 mas systematic pattern due to residual World Coordinate
System (WCS) errors from the pawprints and a residual radial
distortion of up to ±100 mas across the field due to an inconsis-
tent use of the zenithal-polynomial projection (for tiles observed
prior to August 2012).
Here we focus on one region, tile SMC 5_2, located in the
north-western part of the SMC and containing the Galactic glob-
ular cluster 47 Tucanae (47 Tuc). Table 1 provides information
on tile SMC 5_2: centre, orientation, number of Ks deep epochs
available, observing date of first and last epoch, time interval,
average airmass of observations, FWHM, source ellipticity, and
Ks sensitivity resulting from the combined deep tile image.
Sources were first selected from the vmcsource merged cat-
alogue containing sources extracted from tiledeepstacks in the
Y, J, and Ks bands. These are deep tile images resulting from
the combination of individual tile images taken at diﬀerent ob-
serving epochs. Only objects detected in the J and Ks bands
with photometric uncertainties smaller than 0.1 mag, regardless
of their Y-band detection, were considered. There are 203940
objects that satisfy these criteria of which 62% are most likely
stars and 16% galaxies; the remaining 22% are possibly stars,
galaxies, or extended objects resulting from blended sources.
Figure 1 shows the distribution of VMC stars and galaxies
across tile SMC 5_2 projected with respect to the centre of
47 Tuc. The main cluster area is fully contained within the tile
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Fig. 1. Distribution of all JKs-VISTA sources with photometric uncertainties <0.1 mag (left) with a star-like morphology (top right) or a galaxy-
like morphology and (J − Ks) > 1 (bottom right), over tile SMC 5_2. The left diagram shows unique sources, while the right diagrams refer to
independent proper motion measurements where each source is present at least twice due to the detector overlaps. The star cluster 47 Tuc occupies
about 1/4 of the area while the SMC star cluster NGC 121 is located north of it. The centre of the plots at (0, 0) corresponds to the centre of 47 Tuc
at (α0, δ0) = 6◦.023625, −72◦.081283 (J2000) and dashed lines indicate lines of constant right ascensions and declinations. Contour levels indicate
stellar population densities from 20 to 500 sources in steps of 20. A dashed circle at 42′ from the centre indicates the tidal radius of the cluster
while other circles correspond to distances from the centre of 20′, 40′, and 60′. The SMC stellar population increases to the south-east of it. North
is at the top and east to the left.
and stars in its outer regions are clearly detected by the VDFS
pipeline, while crowding prevents the detection of stars in the
inner 10 × 10 arcmin2. North of 47 Tuc is the oldest SMC star
cluster NGC 121 (e.g. Glatt et al. 2008), while contour levels in-
creasing to the south-east of 47 Tuc indicate the direction to the
SMC main body. Subsequently, the same 203940 sources were
extracted from the multiple individual pawprint images in the
deep Ks observations and only those with photometric uncer-
tainties smaller than 0.1 mag in Ks and detection quality flags
smaller than 256 at each epoch were retained. By working with
pawprints we avoid the systematic uncertainty of±100 mas men-
tioned above. The choice of the ppErrBits selects only sources
with minor quality issues, de-blended sources, and sources with
at least one bad pixel and/or a low average confidence level in
the default aperture. Pawprints also avoid extra systematic errors
accruing during the tiling resampling, which relies on the inde-
pendent pawprint WCS solutions.
3. Stellar populations
The aims of this paper are to derive the proper motion of the
47 Tuc star cluster and to disentangle the influence of SMC and
MW stars using background galaxies to express the results in
absolute terms. We have divided the observed area into three
parts as a function of radius from the 47 Tuc centre (Fig. 1 left).
Figure 2 shows that stars of 47 Tuc dominate the distribution at
distances ρ < 20′, the region 20′ < ρ < 40′ is characterised by
a mixed population of 47 Tuc and SMC stars, while for ρ > 40′
there is a majority of SMC stars. The choice of these limits is
arbitrary and meant to provide an initial characterisation of the
stellar populations without influencing the subsequent results.
Foreground MW stars and background galaxies are homoge-
neously distributed across the three areas. The maximum cluster
radius fully covered within the tile is at ∼27′ and beyond it an
increasing number of stars will be located outside our surveyed
area. The tidal radius of 47 Tuc (56 pc) at a distance modulus of
(m − M)0 = 13.40 mag or a distance of 4.6 kpc corresponds to
∼42′ (Harris 1996; Lane et al. 2012; Li et al. 2014).
The colour−magnitude diagrams (CMDs) corresponding to
the three regions are shown in Fig. 3. The innermost region (top
left diagram) shows a well-defined locus of 47 Tuc stars. They
trace the main sequence down to about two magnitudes below
the turn-oﬀ (Ks ∼ 15.5 mag), the subgiant branch (SGB), an ex-
tended red giant branch (RGB), and a red clump at Ks ∼ 12 mag
(e.g. Bellazzini et al. 2004). The 47 Tuc CMD, based on VMC
data, was first shown by Li et al. (2014) with particular focus
on the SGB and RGB. Contamination by SMC and MW stars,
which is limited to fairly well-defined sequences in the CMD
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Fig. 2. Distribution of VMC sources over tile SMC 5_2 as a function of
distance along the x-axis (top) and the y-axis (bottom) from the centre
of 47 Tuc. Bins are 1′ wide and vertical lines indicate areas dominated
by 47 Tuc and SMC stars, respectively. Foreground and background
sources have not been subtracted, but their distribution is more or less
constant at all radii.
space, is small and their colours and magnitudes are better seen
at larger distances from the cluster centre (bottom left diagram).
Here, the SMC has a prominent red clump and an extended
RGB; the tip of the RGB is at Ks ∼ 13 mag (e.g. Cioni et al.
2000b). Foreground MW stars occupy a vertical sequence cen-
tred at (J − Ks) = 0.7 mag, but some are also present in a bluer
sequence at Ks < 16 mag and (J−Ks) between 0.3 and∼0.5 mag.
There is no clear diﬀerence between the CMD of SMC stars in
the densest region (bottom left diagram) and those distributed in
the rest of the tile (bottom right diagram). At intermediate re-
gions (top right diagram) all three sequences – 47 Tuc, SMC,
MW stars – are well populated. There are regions of the CMD
where the three sequences are distinct, but there are also regions
of overlap, especially between the red clump of the SMC and
the main sequence of 47 Tuc or between the lower part of the
red MW sequence and the lower part of the 47 Tuc main se-
quence. The CMDs of all regions also show the distribution of
background galaxies. These sources were selected from objects
morphologically classified as non-stellar and after imposing a
(J − Ks) > 1 mag cut, to remove stellar blends. The most prob-
able morphological classification of objects is defined from the
analysis of the curve of growth of their flux1. The colour selec-
tion causes a sharp transition in the CMD (e.g. Fig. 3 top right).
These background galaxies describe a conical structure peaking
at (J − Ks) ∼ 1.4 mag.
In Fig. 4 we plot the magnitude distribution of all sources
with and without the contribution of the main 47 Tuc population
(top panel) and of stars and galaxies (bottom panel). The peak at
Ks = 12 mag corresonds to the red clump of 47 Tuc, while the
red clump of the SMC is at Ks ∼ 17.5 mag and the discontinuity
1 http://casu.ast.cam.ac.uk/surveys-projects/vista/
technical/data-processing/design.pdf/view
at Ks ∼ 13 mag corresponds to the tip of the RGB of the SMC.
At the bright end the distribution is limited by saturation and at
the faint end by the selection of sources with photometric errors
<0.1 mag. The latter is responsible for a lack of sources at mag-
nitudes fainter than the SMC red clump; a comparison between
the histograms in Fig. 4 (top panel) shows that this eﬀect is more
prominent in the more crowded regions of the tile. In this study
we use all sources in the range 11.8 < Ks < 19.3 mag (Fig. 6)
which are comprised in the region of highest completeness. We
do not correct for foreground reddening or for diﬀerential red-
dening within the SMC and 47 Tuc because we expect that obser-
vations in the Ks band are less sensitive to dust absorption. The
foreground absorption given in the NASA/IPAC Extragalactic
Database amounts to AV = 0.101 mag, AJ = 0.026 mag and
AKs = 0.011 mag assuming the Fitzpatrick (1999) reddening
law. The total absorptions in the external SMC region and the
total reddening in 47 Tuc are low, AV = 0.35 mag (Rubele et al.
2015) and E(B − V) = 0.04 mag (Harris 1996) for the SMC and
47 Tuc, respectively.
4. Astrometric reference frame
We used sources classified as non-stellar and with (J − Ks) > 1
to define the reference frame for the calculation of the proper
motion. These are mostly galaxies that represent a non-moving
system. First, these galaxies were selected from the vmcsource
merged catalogue of sources, detected in the J and Ks bands
with photometric uncertainties smaller than 0.1 mag, according
to the colour and morphology criteria. Then, six catalogues were
extracted from the VSA each containing the Ks band counter-
part of galaxies at each of the six pawprint exposures making up
each tile. Subsequently, each catalogue was divided into 16 sepa-
rate catalogues, one per detector. Finally, each detector catalogue
was divided into a further 11 diﬀerent catalogues, one per deep
epoch of observation; shallow epochs and epochs obtained at sky
conditions that did not meet the general VMC criteria were ex-
cluded. Only galaxies detected at all of the 11 epochs and with
detection flags <256 were selected. This flag restriction includes
objects with a good detection quality and excludes those located
in the underexposed outer region of detectors resulting from a
jittering sequence. We note that the way observations are taken
ensures that each of the six pawprints of the various epoch tiles
are centred at almost the same location with respect to the op-
tical axis of the telescope and also at the same sky position an-
gle, otherwise the diﬀerential radial distortion from the Zenithal
Polynomial projection would become a problem.
The IRAF2 tasks xyxymatch, geomap, and geoxytran were
used to match the 11 catalogues, separately per detector and
pawprint, to map the reference coordinate system of ten individ-
ual epochs to the system of the first epoch, and finally to modify
the coordinates of the galaxies at the ten epochs according to the
derived transformations. The result was 11 catalogues for each
detector (16) of each pawprint (6) of galaxies where their co-
ordinates were given with respect to the same system, i.e. that
defined by the first epoch. To define the distance between two
matching galaxies a tolerance of 9 pix and a separation of 0 pix
were used. There were 200−400 galaxies per detector, except
for the detector dominated by the 47 Tuc cluster core (detec-
tor #7) which contained only about a dozen candidate galaxies.
2 IRAF is distributed by the National Optical Astronomy Observatory
which is operated by the Association of Universities for Research
in Astronomy (AURA) under a cooperative agreement with the US
National Science Foundation.
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Fig. 3. CMDs of VMC sources in tile SMC 5_2 at diﬀerent radii from the 47 Tuc centre: within 20′ (top left), between 20′ and 40′ (top right), and
further than 40′ (bottom). For the last we distinguish between stars closest to the SMC main body (bottom left) and in the remaining outer region
of the tile (bottom right). The three main stellar populations (47 Tuc, SMC, and MW) are indicated in the top right panel. Stars are shown in black
and galaxies with (J − Ks) > 1 mag and Ks > 12.5 mag in blue.
A linear transformation function was fitted to the pairs of co-
ordinates defined by the first epoch and any of the subsequent
epochs; the process was iterated once rejecting galaxies exceed-
ing the 3σ level. The function has the form
x′ = a + bx + cy, (1)
y′ = d + ex + f y, (2)
where a, b, c, d, e, f are coeﬃcients defining the shifts, rotation
angles, and scale variations of the linear transformations neces-
sary to express the coordinates (x, y) of galaxies at a given epoch
in the system of the first epoch (x′, y′); as an example Table 2
shows the values for pawprint #1 and detector #1. The rms of
the residuals of the transformations was always <0.2 pix except
for one pair (TK1-TK5) for which it was ≥0.3 pix. The sensi-
tivity of the TK5 epoch was at least 0.4 mag shallower than that
of the other epochs. Similarly, the airmass was ∼0.1 larger. Both
these factors indicated that epoch TK5 was of poor quality. There
were two other epochs (TK4 and TK8) for which the rms was
in some cases larger than 0.2 pix, but their sensitivity was just
∼0.05 mag lower than the sensitivity of the other epochs, and
the airmass was comparable. The FWHM across the TK4 and
TK8 tiles had values that were smaller and larger, respectively,
than the FWHM of other tiles. The single iteration performed re-
sulted in excluding a handful of sources from the position fitting
procedure. This improved the fit of pairs involving a tile/epoch
of poor quality and did not influence the other pairs.
The lists of stars in the three areas defined in Sect. 3 as a
function of radius from the cluster centre were also divided into
6 × 16 × 11 = 1056 separate catalogues, per pawprint, detec-
tor, and epoch. The coordinates of stars in each catalogue were
then adjusted to the reference system of the first epoch using
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Table 2. Example of coeﬃcients of the geomap transformation.
Shift Rotation angle
(pix) (deg)
x y x y
−2.177 ± 1.154 0.367 ± 0.650 1.00004 ± 0.00007 1.0000 ± 0.0001
Magnification rms
(pix)
x y x y
0.009 ± 0.005 0.010 ± 0.006 0.196 ± 0.047 0.198 ± 0.058
the transformations derived from galaxies in the same regions.
Epoch TK5 was excluded from the analysis. We emphasise that
at the detector level within each pawprint, since each epoch is
pointing close to the same sky location and at the same sky po-
sition angle, diﬀerential non-linear field distortions over the de-
tector are minimal and furthermore aﬀect both stars and galaxies
equally. This allows a more stable linear mapping to be used be-
tween the epochs taking advantage of the rigid x − y coordinate
plane defined by the detectors.
5. Proper motion calculations
The proper motion of each source, expressed in pix day−1, was
obtained from the slope of a linear least squares fit through the
coordinate diﬀerences between the first and each of the other
epochs as a function of time, separately for the two components
(x and y) and for pawprints and detectors; epoch TK5 was ex-
cluded because of poor quality (Sect. 4). In performing the fit
both slope and intercept were allowed to vary; an example is
shown in Fig. 5. The proper motions were translated to mas yr−1
by multiplying by 365.25 to account for the number of days in
a year, and by using the CD matrix parameters that account for
the rotation of the field in the sky. These parameters were taken
from the header of the individual detector images for each paw-
print at the reference epoch because all other epochs are already
adjusted to it. The quantities ξ and η, which represent the stan-
dard coordinates, are defined as
ξ = CD1,1(x −CRPIX1) +CD1,2(y −CRPIX2), (3)
η = CD2,1(x − CRPIX1) + CD2,2(y − CRPIX2), (4)
where CRPIX1 and CRPIX2 represent the pixel coordinates of
the centre. Then, the proper motions in units of mas yr−1 (dξ and
dη) are obtained from the first derivatives of Eqs. (3) and (4),
where dx and dy represent the proper motions in units of pix yr−1
as follows:
dξ = CD1,1dx +CD1,2dy, (5)
dη = CD2,1dx +CD2,2dy. (6)
In this study dξ and dη correspond to μαcos(δ) and μδ, respec-
tively, which has the right ascension (α) aligned along ξ and the
declination (δ) along η.
The overall proper motion for SMC and 47 Tuc stars was
calculated as described below. The same procedure was also ap-
plied to the background galaxies in order to correct for residual
systematic eﬀects and the results are discussed in Sect. 5.4. We
note that observations of sources in the overlapping regions of
Fig. 4. Distribution of VMC sources in tile SMC 5_2 as a function of
magnitude. Bins are 0.1 mag wide. The top panel shows the distribu-
tion of all sources (upper histogram) and of the sources excluding the
main area occupied by 47 Tuc (ρ > 27′; lower histogram). The bottom
panel shows the distribution for sources classified as stars (magenta)
and galaxies (blue), with (J − Ks) > 1 mag and Ks > 12.5 mag, by the
VDFS pipeline. Vertical lines delimit the range of highest completeness.
Fig. 5. Coordinate diﬀerences with respect to first epochs as a function
of time for a random SMC source. Contiguous lines represent the linear
least squares fits through them and their slope corresponds to the proper
motion in pix day−1 in the x and y directions. The rms of the fits is on
average 0.12 pix and is indicated by dashed lines.
detectors are treated separately and these will result in multi-
ple entries in the proper motion catalogues. Most of the sources
appear on two diﬀerent detectors. Since they represent indepen-
dent proper motion measurements, they contribute to reducing
the statistical uncertainties of the resulting medians.
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5.1. SMC area
The CMD of sources contained in the SMC area (ρ > 40′)
was divided into 12 regions identified with the letters A-L and
enclosing populations of diﬀerent types and ages (Fig. 6 left).
These CMD regions were defined as in Cioni et al. (2014) for
the LMC and were adjusted to the diﬀerent mean distance, ex-
tinction, and metallicity of the SMC by applying a shift in mag-
nitude, Ks = +0.6, and in colour, (J − Ks) = −0.04 (Cioni
et al. 2000b). The shift in magnitude is slightly larger than it
appears in the latest studies; for example, we obtain ∼0.5 mag
from de Grijs et al. (2014) and de Grijs & Bono (2015), but this
diﬀerence does not influence our investigation. The proper mo-
tion of each region was derived from the median of the proper
motion of the stars enclosed in the region after the application
of a σ-clipping procedure. Sources with proper motion values
further than 3σ from the median were rejected and a new me-
dian value was calculated from the remaining sources; this pro-
cedure was repeated a maximum of ten times or until only a
few sources were removed in a given iteration. The distinc-
tion between SMC, 47 Tuc, and MW stars is reflected in their
proper motions. Table 3 shows the proper motion derived for
each CMD region. In particular, Col. 1 lists the CMD region,
Cols. 2−5 list the number of measurements, which as explained
above is ∼50% larger than the number of sources, their median
proper motion, uncertainty and dispersion, respectively, for the
μα cos(δ) component, and Cols. 6−9 list the same information
for the μδ component.
5.2. 47 Tuc area
The CMD of sources comprised within the 47 Tuc area (ρ < 20′)
was also divided into separate regions, but these diﬀer in part
from those of the SMC region because of the distribution of the
47 Tuc sources. The exact boundaries of each region are given
in Table A.1. The middle panel of Fig. 6 shows the distribution
of sources in the 47 Tuc area. Regions J and K are as in the SMC
area while regions E1 and N are the faint and bright part of region
E of Fig. 6 (left). Regions M and O are newly defined and con-
sequently, regions F and L are also modified. Regions E1 and K
contain mostly SMC stars while regions F and L contain mostly
MW stars. Regions M and O contain mostly 47 Tuc stars (red
clump, RGB, SGB, turn-oﬀ, and main-sequence stars). Regions
J and N contain a large number of 47 Tuc main-sequence stars
and many SMC stars. The proper motions of the stars enclosed
in each region were calculated following the same procedure as
for the stars in the SMC area. Proper motions for each region
are listed in Table 3. In particular, Cols. 10−13 list the number
of measurements where ∼50% are unique sources, their median
proper motion, uncertainty and dispersion, respectively, for the
μα cos(δ) component and Cols. 14−17 list the same information
for the μδ component.
5.3. Mixed area
The CMD of sources included in the mixed area (20′ < ρ < 40′)
was divided into separate regions that mostly resemble those de-
fined in the 47 Tuc area (compare Fig. 6 middle and right panels).
In particular, regions J, K, and M were unaltered, but region N
was reduced and as a consequence region E1 was extended to
brighter magnitudes and region E2 was introduced to better dis-
tinguish SMC stars brighter than 47 Tuc main-sequence stars.
The exact boundaries of each region are given in Table A.2.
Regions F and O were modified to better distinguish MW stars Ta
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Fig. 6. CMDs of star-like sources with measured proper motions in tile SMC 5_2 that are located a distance ρ > 40′ (left), 20′ < ρ < 40′ (middle),
and 20′ < ρ < 40′ (right) from the 47 Tuc centre. Diﬀerent CMD regions enclose sources with diﬀerent mean ages. In the left panel, regions are
defined as in Cioni et al. (2014), shifted both in magnitude and colour to account for the distance, metallicity, and reddening of the SMC. Most
of the sources belong to the SMC except for sources in regions F, H, and L, which most likely belong to the MW and/or 47 Tuc. In the middle
panel, regions are in part diﬀerent to account for the contribution of the 47 Tuc stars. Most of the sources belong to the cluster except for sources
in region K, which most likely belong to the SMC, and for sources in regions F and L, which may belong to the MW. In the right panel, the
prevalence of SMC, 47 Tuc, and MW sources within diﬀerent regions can be judged in comparison with the other panels.
brighter than the 47 Tuc main-sequence stars, while region L
was restored as in the SMC area (Fig. 6 left). The right panel
of Fig. 6 shows the distribution of sources in the mixed area.
The proper motions of stars enclosed in each region show good
agreement with those derived previously in analogous regions of
the CMD. Proper motions for each region are listed in Table 3. In
particular, Cols. 18−21 list the number of measurements where
∼50% are unique sources, their median proper motion, uncer-
tainty and dispersion, respectively, for the μα cos(δ) component
and Cols. 22−25 list the same information for the μδ component.
5.4. Errors
To evaluate the accuracy of the proper motion measurements it
is important to establish sources of possible random and sys-
tematic uncertainties. The proper motion of each galaxy was
derived following the same procedure applied to stars (Sect. 5)
and the resulting median proper motion was (μα cos(δ), μδ) =
(−0.45± 0.12,−0.15± 0.12) mas yr−1 with a dispersion of about
14.4 mas yr−1. This value corresponds to ∼22 500 galaxies dis-
tributed across the tile. It is suﬃciently close to zero to indicate
that the reference system they define is not moving, but it is also
evidence of a residual systematic uncertainty. The proper mo-
tions of SMC, 47 Tuc, and MW stars discussed in this paper were
corrected for this uncertainty by subtracting the proper motions
of the galaxies from their respective proper motions.
Ground-based astrometric measurements are limited by at-
mospheric turbulence (Han & Gatewood 1995). The typical rms
size of this random eﬀect depends on the seeing, the separation
between objects (θ), and the exposure time (T ) as follows (Bouy
et al. 2013):
σ = 38(mas) ×
(
θ
30′
) 1
3 × 1√
T (s) · (7)
We have calculated the average separation between galaxies and
stars in the detector images of the mixed region (20′ < ρ <
40′ from the 47 Tuc centre). This region accurately samples the
diﬀerent stellar populations in the tile across multiple detectors.
We obtain ∼1.5′ separation; combined with a detector exposure
time of 5 (s) ×15 (exposures) ×5 (jitter positions) = 375 s
(Cioni et al. 2011) this results in an rms of ∼0.55 mas.
Atmospheric diﬀerential refraction influences the measure-
ment of the centroid of objects (Filippenko 1982). In this work
we use observations obtained within a narrow range of air
masses and with the same Ks filter to limit these positional errors.
The relative position of objects with a diﬀerent mean colour,
however, may present diﬀerential atmospheric refraction eﬀects.
These eﬀects are diﬃcult to characterise because they require
the sampling of the same type of object at diﬀerent colours,
but it is not often the case that objects of a given type are dis-
tributed in the CMD within a suﬃciently large range of colours
to cover the full extent of the measurements that are being com-
pared, including reference objects. We have examined the colour
distribution of the proper motions of galaxies, 47 Tuc stars (re-
gion M of Fig. 6, middle panel), and SMC stars (region K of
Fig. 6, left panel) which together sample a range of about 2 mag
in colour. We found no significant trend within either of their
distributions indicating that possible atmospheric diﬀerential re-
fraction eﬀects are small (Figs. B.2 and B.3). Furthermore, any
residual non-linearity of the diﬀerence between the diﬀerential
atmospheric refraction at the various epochs is minimised and
can be approximated well by using linear diﬀerential mapping.
The absence of any measurable colour dependence for the de-
rived proper motions for the diﬀerent objects studied demon-
strates the validity of this approach (Sect. 5).
We note that individual VISTA detector images are cali-
brated independently with 2MASS stars, so for each epoch we
have 16 (detectors) ×6 (pawprints) = 96 independent measure-
ments, and the systematic errors are dominated by the 2MASS
uncertainties. Figure 7 shows the distribution of the proper mo-
tions derived for the galaxies as a function of detector num-
ber, after correcting for the residual systematic eﬀect described
above. We found an average scatter of ∼0.7 mas yr−1, one outlier
(detector #14 in the μδ component), but not a trend. The large er-
ror bar associated with detector #7 is due to the presence of the
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Fig. 7. Proper motions of galaxies in mas yr−1 as a function of detector
number.
47 Tuc cluster and a reduced number of galaxies with respect to
the other detectors. The eﬀect of outliers would not influence the
well-sampled population distributed across multiple detectors.
In Fig. 1 detector #1 is in the top right corner and detector #16 in
the bottom left. Detector numbers increase from top to bottom
and from right to left. We note that because of the large gaps
among the VISTA detectors objects are also observed in at least
one of the adjacent detectors. In particular, objects in the three
areas shown in Fig. 1 are observed in all detectors except for the
following: #3, #6, #7, #8, and #11 for the SMC area (i.e. exclud-
ing a cross-like region centred on 47 Tuc); #7 and #13 for the
mixed area (i.e. excluding the centre of 47 Tuc and the top left
corner of the tile); and #1, #5, #9, #13, #14, #15, and #16 for the
47 Tuc area (i.e. excluding the top and left borders of the tile).
Taking these detector numbers into account we do not find any
systematic eﬀect that may suggest a bias in the reference frame
calibration of the diﬀerent populations across the tile (Fig.1).
Furthermore, we examined the proper motions of back-
ground galaxies as a function of right ascension (α) and decli-
nation (δ). Results are shown in Appendix B. In both directions
and for both components the proper motions are consistent with
zero, except for galaxies located in the northernmost region of
the tile. This area is sampled by detectors #1, #5, #9, and #13.
Detector #1 contains a series of bad pixels grouped in three large
areas and it is possible that the VMC five-sequence jitter pat-
tern is not suﬃcient to remove their eﬀect on many of the ex-
tracted sources. Detector #4 has a number of bad rows that are
not always corrected very well by the standard image processing.
For more details about known issues associated with the VISTA
detectors see the dedicated Cambridge Astronomy Survey Unit
web page3. In our ppErrBits flags selection we have chosen to
keep sources that may have at least one bad pixel in the default
aperture (Sect. 2), which are in most cases good quality detec-
tions. We note that most of the stars in 47 Tuc and in the SMC
are located in the bottom 2/3 of the tile where the best agree-
ment among the proper motions of galaxies is achieved. The
scatters of the proper motion measurements are comparable and
3 http://casu.ast.cam.ac.uk/surveys-projects/vista/
technical/known-issues
correspond to ∼0.65 mas yr−1. We conclude that the uncertainty
associated with the galaxies’ proper motions (0.18 mas yr−1),
scaled with respect to the root of the number of measurements
(16 detectors and 12−13 points for the α-δ trends) and averaged,
is a good estimate of the systematic errors in our analysis.
6. Proper motion results
The proper motions of sources located in the diﬀerent regions
of the CMD are shown in Fig. 8; for clarity, only regions
with proper motion uncertainties smaller than 0.5 mas yr−1 are
indicated.
6.1. SMC area
The points associated with the area dominated by SMC stars
show that stars populating the red clump (J) have a median
proper motion that diﬀers from that of RGB stars above (K)
and below (E), which are similar to each other. This diﬀerence
may be due to population eﬀects – in (Cioni et al. 2014) the
proper motion was shown to decrease with increasing age of the
stellar population – or to the presence of MW and/or 47 Tuc
stars within region J. The latter is not excluded because MW and
47 Tuc stars are present in regions D and H, which are located
at faint and bright magnitudes of region J, respectively. We have
checked the contamination of region J by calculating the proper
motion for two subsets of stars distributed at high (δ > −71.93◦)
and low (δ < −71.93◦) declinations. We found that those to-
wards the SMC, about 3200 stars, show a median proper mo-
tion of (μα cos(δ), μδ) = (+1.11 ± 0.17,−1.58 ± 0.18) mas yr−1
and those away from it, about 2800 stars, show (μα cos(δ), μδ) =
(+2.89 ± 0.20,+0.07 ± 0.22) mas yr−1. The latter is clearly in-
fluenced by MW and/or 47 Tuc stars while the former agrees
with the results obtained for RGB stars. For the giants at bluer
colours and adjacent to the RGB (regions D and I) the influ-
ence of some 47 Tuc and MW stars shifts their average proper
motions to larger values and this results in a larger uncertainty.
There are not enough stars in the regions tracing the young popu-
lation of the SMC (A, B, C, G) for a meaningful comparison. On
the other hand, stars in region H, which is mostly composed of
47 Tuc stars (Fig. 6), show a proper motion that is clearly diﬀer-
ent from that of SMC stars. Milky Way stars (F) are noticeably
diﬀerent from both SMC and 47 Tuc stars at proper motions of
∼10 mas yr−1 in μα cos(δ). Region L, which is occupied mostly
by background galaxies, contains MW stars of late spectral type;
their median proper motion is far from zero. Only median proper
motions corresponding to regions E, F, H, I, J, and K are shown
in Fig. 8.
6.2. 47 Tuc area
The points associated with the area dominated by 47 Tuc
stars indicate an uncontaminated RGB and upper main-
sequence (M) proper motion around 7.32 mas yr−1 in μα cos(δ)
and −1.15 mas yr−1 in μδ with very small uncertainties
(0.05 mas yr−1), which is also in excellent agreement with the
proper motion obtained from the lower main-sequence stars (N)
despite the presence of SMC stars in the region. On the other
hand, the proper motion of lowest main-sequence stars (O) is
slightly higher, which can be attributed to a contamination by
MW stars. We also found no significant diﬀerence between the
proper motion of stars in region M that are brighter and fainter
than the main-sequence turn-oﬀ. For region K and E1, dominated
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Fig. 8. Proper motions of stars enclosed within diﬀerent CMD regions (see Table 3 for details). Each point corresponds to the median of at least
500 stars. Diﬀerent colours indicate regions taken from areas dominated by SMC stars (black squares), 47 Tuc stars (magenta triangles), and mixed
stars (cyan dots). Centre of mass proper motion measurements from the literature for both the SMC and 47 Tuc are indicated by empty squares
whose sizes correspond to their statistical uncertainties. For the SMC the red rectangles (from smallest to largest) give the values from Kallivayalil
et al. (2013), Costa et al. (2011), Vieira et al. (2010), respectively, and for 47 Tuc the blue rectangle gives the value from Anderson & King (2003).
by SMC stars, we find a higher proper motion than that derived
above; this is discussed further in the next section. The region
where the highest density of SMC stars is found (J) shows only
a minor eﬀect on the considerably more numerous population
of 47 Tuc main-sequence stars. The proper motion of MW stars
(regions F and L) reflects the value for stars in a similar CMD
region but further from the cluster centre (see above), although
stars in the faintest part are excluded in this case. The some-
what larger proper motion may be due to having more thin disk
than thick disk stars that populate the region, or vice versa. Only
proper motions corresponding to regions F, J, K, M, N, and O
are shown in Fig. 8.
6.3. Mixed area
The region where a mixed population of 47 Tuc and SMC stars
is expected shows proper motions where the contribution of one
or the other population are clearly distinct. The proper motion of
the MW population (F) is in excellent agreement with the previ-
ous determinations. The brightest 47 Tuc populations (M) do not
seem to be influenced by a contamination from either SMC or
MW stars. On the contrary, where SMC stars are numerous (N)
the proper motion shifts to lower μα cos(δ) values and where the
MW stars are numerous (O) the proper motion shifts to higher
μα cos(δ) values. The predominance of SMC red clump stars
over the 47 Tuc main sequence (J) and of the latter over the SMC
RGB (E1) results in proper motions that are somewhat shifted
from those found for the SMC area. The faint RGB below the 47
Tuc main sequence (E2) supports SMC-like proper motions. The
proper motion of region K is somewhat higher than that derived
in the same region of the SMC area. We have checked the con-
tamination of MW stars in region K (see also Appendix B) by
calculating the proper motion for the subset of stars that are dis-
tributed on each side of the 47 Tuc cluster. We found that those
towards the SMC, about 2300 stars, show a median proper mo-
tion of (μα cos(δ), μδ) = (+1.37 ± 0.09,−1.08 ± 0.10) mas yr−1
and those towards the opposite direction, about 900 stars, show
(μα cos(δ), μδ) = (+3.00± 0.20,−0.46± 0.18) mas yr−1. The lat-
ter is clearly influenced by MW stars while the former is in line
with the results obtained for SMC stars. Proper motions in all
regions, except L, are shown in Fig. 8.
6.4. Combined CMD regions
The proper motions of SMC stars in CMD regions with a small,
if any, contribution from MW and 47 Tuc stars, are consistent
with each other (red clump and RGB stars). The proper motions
of similar stars at larger distances from the SMC appear influ-
enced by MW/47 Tuc stars unless projection eﬀects within the
tile are larger than expected. The proper motion range spanned
by 47 Tuc stars is ∼1 mas yr−1 and in this case it may be re-
lated to stellar components distributed diﬀerently as a function
of cluster radius. A detailed analysis of the internal kinematics
of 47 Tuc stars using these proper motion data is presented in a
forthcoming paper.
Table 4 lists the median proper motions for the SMC, 47 Tuc,
and MW components derived from the combination of all of the
independent proper motion measurements in the following re-
gions. For 47 Tuc we combined regions J, M, N, and O from
Fig. 6 (middle), regions M and O from Fig. 6 (right), and region
H from Fig. 6 (left); we used in total about 70000 measurements.
For the MW we combined region F from all three panels of Fig. 6
using in total about 8000 measurements. For the SMC we com-
bined regions E, K, and J (δ < −71.93◦ only, i.e. closer to the
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Table 4. Median proper motions in the tile SMC 5_2.
CMD Na μα cos(δ) N1 μδ
Region (mas yr−1) (mas yr−1)
μ σμ σ μ σμ σ
SMCRed 10 328 +1.16 0.07 5.93 10 626 −0.81 0.07 6.17
47 Tuc 69 862 +7.26 0.03 6.90 71 195 −1.25 0.03 7.49
MW 8097 +10.22 0.14 9.95 7770 −1.27 0.12 8.70
NGC 121 263 +2.75 0.26 3.31 374 −4.67 0.47 7.20
Notes. (a) About 50% are unique sources (see Sect. 5 for details).
SMC) from Fig. 6 (left) using a total of about 10 500 measure-
ments, which resulted in a proper motion representative of its red
stellar population (red clump and RGB stars).
The proper motion of NGC 121 (Sect. 6.6) is also listed in
Table 4. In particular, Col. 1 lists the CMD region, Cols. 2−5 list
the number of measurements where ∼50% are unique sources,
the median proper motion, its uncertainty and dispersion for the
μα cos(δ) component, respectively, and Cols. 6−9 list the same
information for the μδ component.
6.5. Comparison to previous measurements
In this section we compare our proper motion results with those
from recent studies. We note that the comparison always refers to
proper motion measurements that are not corrected for solar re-
flex motion. The most accurate proper motion of the SMC to date
has been measured using the HST (Kallivayalil et al. 2013). The
authors analysed five fields centred on one background quasar
and aligned with the east-west axis of the galaxy at an angle of
∼45◦. Their observations referred to a time span of 3−7 yr, but
included a relatively small number of objects. By assuming a
simple idealistic model for the geometry of the galaxy to correct
for viewing perspective eﬀects, they obtained a centre of mass
proper motion of (μα cos(δ), μδ) = (+0.772 ± 0.063, −1.117 ±
0.061) mas yr−1 (Fig. 8). Perspective eﬀects are ∼0.1 mas yr−1,
but can be larger at larger distances from the centre. Compared
to our measurements at ∼3◦ from the HI centre (Stanimirovic´
et al. 2004), from diﬀerent SMC populations we find a diﬀer-
ence of 0.4 mas yr−1 in both components. This diﬀerence may
be attributed to the combination of viewing perspective (not cor-
rected for in our study) and systematic uncertainties, but it may
also suggest a diﬀerence between the proper motion of the stellar
populations observed with HST and VISTA. Systematic uncer-
tainties are discussed in Sect. 5.4, but there may be an additional
eﬀect due to the calibration using quasars and galaxies because
the two types of objects have diﬀerent mean colours (see e.g.
Cioni et al. 2013). Our proper motion for the SMCRed is domi-
nated by stars in the red clump and RGB phases which typically
have ages between 1 Gyr and a few Gyr. On the other hand, HST
observations are dominated by main-sequence stars with a small
number of SGB, red clump and RGB stars (Kallivayalil et al.
2006; Piatek et al. 2008).
The proper motion of the SMC was derived by Costa et al.
(2011) from observations with the Iréneé du Pont 2.5 m tele-
scope at Las Campanas Observatory (Chile) covering five fields
of 9′ × 9′ each, also centred on a background quasar. They mea-
sured (μα cos(δ), μδ) = (+0.93 ± 0.14, −1.25 ± 0.11) mas yr−1
(Fig. 8) and did not detect population-dependent internal mo-
tions within two of their fields, those with a suﬃcient number
of blue and red stars. They suggested, however, that fields to the
Fig. 9. CMD of star-like sources within 1.9′ of the SMC star clus-
ter NGC 121. In the left panel diﬀerent colours indicate objects with
a diﬀerent probability of being cluster members: 100% (black), 75%
(blue), and 50% (cyan). In the right panel only sources within 3σ of
the cluster proper motion listed in Table 4 and within the same radius
are shown. A PARSEC isochrone, assuming (m − M)0 = 18.9 mag
and E(B − V) = 0.04 mag, indicates a 10.6 Gyr old population with
[Fe/H] = −1.19 dex.
outer east and south of the SMC may be aﬀected by streaming
motions. Their proper motion diﬀers from that of the other fields,
to the north and west of the galaxy, by ∼1 mas yr−1 in μδ.
Oxygen-rich AGB stars analysed by Vieira et al. (2010)
from observations included in the Southern Proper Motion
program (Wesselink 1974) result in proper motion values of
(μα cos(δ), μδ) = (+0.98 ± 0.30, −1.10 ± 0.29) mas yr−1
(Fig. 8). Their sample comprises about 1000 stars distributed
more or less homogeneously over the galaxy; the spatial reso-
lution was too coarse to sample the main central body of the
SMC. Furthermore, by averaging the contributions of all stars,
any potential asymmetric eﬀect associated with the tidal interac-
tion with the LMC would not be detected. In our study AGB stars
are brighter than the stars in the regions analysed in Fig. 6. There
are also not enough stars in this sample and their analysis would
result in large proper motion uncertainties. Moreover, the OGLE
III and EROS-2 microlensing surveys that we could use to se-
lect long-period variable stars (AGB stars), as was done in Cioni
et al. (2014), marginally overlap with the VMC tile SMC 5_2
and only provide a sample of ∼100 objects, not enough to obtain
significant proper motion values, and so we postpone the analy-
sis of the proper motion of the AGB component over the entire
SMC to a subsequent study.
The proper motion of stars in the core of the 47 Tuc cluster is
shown in Fig. 8 and refers to HST observations calibrated against
the SMC background stellar population to the cluster; it corre-
sponds to (μα cos(δ), μδ) = (+5.64±0.20,−2.05±0.20) mas yr−1
(Anderson & King 2003). The SMC value adopted to obtain
the absolute proper motion of the cluster was (μα cos(δ), μδ) =
(+0.92±0.20,−0.69±0.20) mas yr−1 (Irwin 1999). In our study
the diﬀerence between the 47 Tuc and SMCRED proper motions,
about 6 and 0.4 mas yr−1 in μα cos(δ) and μδ, respectively, is
comparable to that derived by Anderson & King (2003).
6.6. NGC 121
The SMC star cluster NGC 121 is located at approximately 35′
from the 47 Tuc centre. Figure 9 (left) shows its CMD obtained
from objects with a star-like shape located within 1.9′ of the
cluster centre; it is characterised by a narrow RGB. Its size
corresponds to the estimate by Bica et al. (2008) and the clus-
ter star membership of each object has been estimated follow-
ing the procedure described in Piatti & Bica (2012). NGC 121
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has an age of 10.6 Gyr (Dolphin et al. 2001) and a metallicity
[Fe/H] = −1.19 ± 0.12 dex (Da Costa & Hatzidimitriou 1998).
In the figure we superimposed a PARSEC (Bressan et al. 2012)
isochrone with these parameters and assumed a distance modu-
lus (m − M)0 = 18.9 mag and an extinction E(B − V) = 0.04
mag. We note that it is beyond the scope of this work to revise
the cluster age and metallicity, which will be performed in a sep-
arate study (see e.g. Piatti et al. 2014).
In this study we derive the proper motion of NGC 121
by using all stars within 1.9′ of the cluster centre and from
their median value we obtain (μα cos(δ), μδ) = (+2.75 ± 0.26,
−4.67±0.47) mas yr−1. The large proper motion errors reflect the
small number of sources, about 300, included in the calculation
(Table 4) and the presence of intervening populations that can-
not be disentangled with our procedure (see below). This value
diﬀers from that of the SMC and if this diﬀerence were con-
firmed, it could indicate that NGC 121 is not bound to the SMC.
This highly speculative suggestion is, however, important in the
context of the recently discovered satellite galaxies potentially
associated with the Magellanic Clouds (e.g. Bechtol et al. 2015;
Koposov et al. 2015; Martin et al. 2015).
Figure 9 shows the CMD of NGC 121 including only sources
within 3σ of the cluster proper motion (right). There are 231
sources that satisfy this criterion. This number agrees with the
result shown in the left panel where we found that 239 sources
have a probability of being cluster members higher than 50%.
The proper motion cleaned CMD shows a cluster RGB that is
somewhat tighter than the one obtained from the membership
probability analysis, especially at bright magnitudes. This might
be a fortuitous result. It is possible that some objects with highly
discrepant proper motion values are excluded; however, our data
do not allow us to obtain suﬃciently accurate precisions for in-
dividual stars to perform CMD cleaning and the σ is large.
7. Conclusions
We have used multiple Ks-band observations from the VMC sur-
vey spanning ∼1 yr to measure the proper motions of the diﬀer-
ent stellar populations in the SMC, the 47 Tuc Galactic globular
cluster, and in the MW foreground. We obtained absolute proper
motions calibrated with respect to background galaxies and we
analysed individual VISTA detectors separately to reduce the in-
fluence of systematic uncertainties. The uncertainty associated
with the astrometric reference frame is 0.18 mas yr−1.
We identified stellar populations of diﬀerent types from their
location in CMDs at diﬀerent distances from the cluster centre
and combined their proper motions a posteriori to obtain median
values. We measured the proper motions of about 172 000 ob-
jects, of which ∼50% are unique sources and of which about
46 000 refer to the SMC, 86 000 to the 47 Tuc cluster in the re-
gion at 10′−60′ from its centre, 10 000 to the MW, and 30 000 to
the background galaxy field. The uncertainties of the proper mo-
tions for groups of at least 1000 objects of a similar type range
from 0.04 to 0.43 mas yr−1. We find that the proper motions of
red clump and RGB stars of the SMC diﬀer by ∼0.4 mas yr−1
from the proper motion of mostly main-sequence stars as derived
by HST. This is partly explained by viewing perspective eﬀects
and residual systematic uncertainties, but may also suggest that
the geometry and also the kinematics of the intermediate-age
and old stars across the SMC are diﬀerent. The SMC is expe-
riencing a strong tidal eﬀect from its interaction with the LMC
and this may have a strong influence on the motion of stars as-
sociated with this process. A comprehensive study of the proper
motion across the entire SMC combined with advanced mod-
elling of its geometry represents a crucial step in our understand-
ing of the kinematics and dynamics of the system. The internal
kinematics of the 47 Tuc cluster, using the large number of de-
tected VMC stars in its outer region with respect to the study by
McLaughlin et al. (2006) of the cluster core, is the subject of a
separate investigation.
The median proper motions in (μα cos(δ), μδ) of the
three main stellar components in the tile are (+1.16 ± 0.07,
−0.81 ± 0.07) mas yr−1 for the SMC, (+7.26 ± 0.03, −1.25 ±
0.03) mas yr−1 for 47 Tuc, and (+10.22 ± 0.14, −1.27 ±
0.12) mas yr−1 for the MW. Previous determinations of the
SMC and 47 Tuc centre of mass proper motions agree with
our measurements in the μδ direction, but diﬀer on average by
∼1 mas yr−1 in the μα cos(δ) direction. The relative proper mo-
tion of 47 Tuc with respect to the SMC agrees with previous
studies. Our values of the SMC proper motion represent the first
measurements this far out to the west of the galaxy. We have
also derived a first estimate of the proper motion of the SMC
globular cluster NGC 121, (μα cos(δ), μδ) = (+2.75 ± 0.26,
−4.67 ± 0.47) mas yr−1.
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Appendix A: Population boxes
Tables A.1 and A.2 indicate the precise boundaries of the re-
gions used in this study to select stars in 47 Tuc, the SMC, and
the MW, as well as the regions populated by background galax-
ies. These are the regions shown in Fig. 6 (middle and right pan-
els), while boundaries for boxes shown in Fig. 6 (left panel) are
defined as in Cioni et al. (2014), but have been adjusted to the
distance, metallicity, and extinction of the SMC as explained in
Sect. 5. In particular, in both tables Col. 1 lists the CMD region
and Cols. 2−5 list the equations for the diﬀerent boundaries.
Appendix B: Proper motion and trends
Figure B.1 shows the proper motions as a function of positional
coordinates for the sample of background galaxies. This figure
is discussed in Sect. 5.4.
Figure B.2 shows, instead, the proper motion as a function
of colour for some types of objects that together span the colour
range of all sources considered in this study. They indicate that
no significant trend is present within the 1σ uncertainty asso-
ciated with the mean values indicating that possible diﬀerential
atmospheric refraction eﬀects are small. To check this further
we have created a similar figure (Fig. B.3) by binning the proper
motions in colour. We found that apart from where the num-
ber of sources is small (e.g. at the edges of the colour ranges),
there is no significant trend for 47 Tuc stars, SMC RGB stars,
or background galaxies. The higher proper motions found at
(J − Ks) = 0.7−0.9 mag (Fig. B.2 top middle panel) correspond
to MW stars (compare Fig. 6) that, however, have no eﬀect on
the median value of the proper motions for the region.
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Table A.1. Stellar regions in Fig. 6.
Region Boundaries
E1 18.2 < Ks < 19.6 Ks < −30 × (J − Ks) + 36.4 Ks > −15 × (J − Ks) + 25
F (J − Ks) < 0.86 Ks > −8.75 × (J − Ks) + 22.37 Ks < 4.7 × (J − Ks) + 13.49
J (J − Ks) > 0.36 Ks > −9.167 × (J − Ks) + 21.15 Ks < −2.5 × (J − Ks) + 19 Ks < −15 × (J − Ks) + 25
K 13.1 < Ks < 16.6 Ks > −15 × (J − Ks) + 25 Ks < −8.75 × (J − Ks) + 22.37
L 13.1 < Ks < 19.6 0.86 < (J − Ks) < 2.16 Ks > −8.75 × (J − Ks) + 22.37 Ks < 4.7 × (J − Ks) + 13.49
M 11.8 < Ks < 17.85 0.2 < (J − Ks) < 0.81 Ks < −9.167 × (J − Ks) + 21.15 Ks < −15 × (J − Ks) + 25
N 16.6 < Ks < 18.2 Ks < −30 × (J − Ks) + 36.4 Ks > −15 × (J − Ks) + 25
O Ks < 19.6 Ks > 4.7 × (J − Ks) + 13.49 Ks > −30 × (J − Ks) + 36.4
Table A.2. Stellar regions in Fig. 6.
Region Boundaries
E1 Ks < 19.6 Ks < −30 × (J − Ks) + 36.4 Ks > −15 × (J − Ks) + 25 Ks > 3.6 × (J − Ks) + 16.03
E2 Ks > 16.6 Ks < −30 × (J − Ks) + 36.4 Ks > −15 × (J − Ks) + 25 Ks < 3.6 × (J − Ks) + 15.33
F (J − Ks) < 0.86 Ks > −30 × (J − Ks) + 36.4 Ks > −8.75 × (J − Ks) + 22.37 Ks < 3.6 × (J − Ks) + 15.33
J (J − Ks) > 0.36 Ks > −9.167 × (J − Ks) + 21.15 Ks < −2.5 × (J − Ks) + 19 Ks < −15 × (J − Ks) + 25
K 13.1 < Ks < 16.6 Ks > −15 × (J − Ks) + 25 Ks < −8.75 × (J − Ks) + 22.37
L 13.1 < Ks < 19.6 0.86 < (J − Ks) < 2.16 Ks > −8.75 × (J − Ks) + 22.37
M 11.8 < Ks < 17.85 0.2 < (J − Ks) < 0.81 Ks < −9.167 × (J − Ks) + 21.15 Ks < −15 × (J − Ks) + 25
N Ks < 3.6 × (J − Ks) + 16.03 Ks < −30 × (J − Ks) + 36.4 Ks > −15 × (J − Ks) + 25 Ks > 3.6 × (J − Ks) + 15.33
O Ks < 19.6 (J − Ks) < 0.86 Ks > 3.6 × (J − Ks) + 15.33 Ks > −30 × (J − Ks) + 36.4
Fig. B.1. Proper motions in mas yr−1 for the μα cos(δ) component (top) and the μδ component (bottom) as a function of right ascension (α; left) and
declination (δ; right). Lines indicate the medians of all measurements and their uncertainties. Each point corresponds to the median of 1000−5000
galaxies. Error bars correspond to the bin size in deg (0.04 deg and 0.1 deg for the μα cos(δ) and the μδ components, respectively) used to derive
median proper motions (horizontal) and to the error on the medians (vertical).
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Fig. B.2. Proper motion in mas yr−1 of three diﬀerent types of objects as a function of (J−Ks) colour. (left) 47 Tuc upper main-sequence, subgiant,
and RGB stars, those in region M of Fig. 6, middle panel; (middle) SMC RGB stars, those in region K of Fig. 6-left; (right) Background galaxies.
The continuous lines indicate the median proper motion values for each group of objects and dashed lines mark the 1σ dispersion.
Fig. B.3. As in Fig. B.2, but binned in (J − Ks) colour where the bin size is 0.02 mag in the left and right panels and 0.04 mag in the middle panel.
The bluest bins in the right panel have very few data points (compare Fig. B.2).
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